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RELATIONSHIP AND BEHAVIOUR POLICY
1.

Rationale
As a Church of England school, we are committed to creating an environment where
positive relationships and high expectations enable all pupils to flourish, thrive and
succeed.
x

At Christ Church we fully believe that all children and adults, without exception
and without exclusion, are loved by God and should feel welcomed, accepted
and valued within our school community.
x

We believe all people are capable of growth, change and development; all have a right
to be nurtured, loved and educated; all should feel supported and encouraged to fulfil
their full potential.
x

We believe that restorative justice and respectful relationships are cornerstones
of our school community.
x

For these reasons, the development of positive social, emotional and learning
behaviours is at the heart of all that we do.
x

Our approach to promoting positive relationships and managing pupil behaviour in
school can be summed up as: “Visible consistency, visible kindness.”
2.

Aims
 To create a culture where staff actively teach self-discipline and emotional
regulation, not blind compliance.
 That excellent behaviour is a minimum expectation for all members of the school
community – staff and pupils.
 To help children to take control over their behaviour and be responsible for the
consequences of it.
 To build a community which values kindness, care, empathy, forgiveness, tolerance
and respect.
 To develop independent, enthusiastic learners who are willing to take risks.
 To ensure an unrelenting focus on celebrating, promoting and positively reinforcing
positive behaviour.
 To ensure an enquiry approach to poor conduct, seeking to understand what the
behaviour is communicating.

3.

A relationship-based approach
There is a wealth of evidence from trauma research, research into Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs) and neuroscience that positive relationships with emotionally
available adults at school are key to good pupil behaviour, which in turn directly affects
children’s effort and attainment.
x
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At Christ Church we aim to develop strong relationships so every child has at least one
trusting relationship with an adult at school. Knowing and understanding each pupil’s
individual context will help inform effective responses to poor conduct. For example:
 understanding ACEs of a child;
 negative changes in home life, e.g. a bereavement;
 negative experience at school, e.g. lack of friends or bullying.
The EMR (Establish-Maintain-Restore) approach is helpful in developing relationships
with pupils more difficult to connect with.

Definition

Establish

Maintain

Restore (R3)

Intentional practices to
cultivate a positive
relationship with each
student (i.e. build trust,
connection and
understanding).

Proactive efforts to
prevent relationship
quality from
diminishing over time
(i.e. ongoing positive
interactions).

Intentionally repairing
harm to the
relationship after a
negative interaction
(i.e. reconnecting with
the student).

Set aside window of
5-to-1 ratio of positive
time to spend with
to negative
student.
interactions.
Inquire about student’s Positive notes home.
interests.
Greet students at the
Communicate
door.
positively with:
Relationship check-in.
 Open-ended
Practical
Random, special
questions
Strategies
activities.
 Affirmations
 Reflexive listening
 Validation
 Reference student
information
 Deliver constructive
feedback wisely.
EEF (December 2019) Improving Behaviour in Schools
4.

R3 = Reconnect,
Repair, Restore.
Take responsibility for
negative interaction.
Deliver an empathy
statement.
Let go of the previous
incident and start
afresh.
Communicate your
care for having the
student.
Engaging in mutual
problem-solving.

Roles and responsibilities
5.

x

4a. All staff: Visible Adult Consistencies
First attention on best behaviour – all staff should ensure a 5-to-1 ratio of positive to
negative comments for any child.
x

Calm, unshockable, in control and fair – all staff should be a model of how to be
emotionally in control, “Children need … an unprovokable adult and an emotionally
predictable learning environment” (Paul Dix).
X
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Meeting and greeting – Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) research shows a
positive greeting as an effective strategy in developing pro-social relationships and setting
behaviour expectations.
x

“Keeping in mind” practice – attachment-based practice shows that children build
better relationships if they feel held in mind, e.g. by making regular eye contact, asking
after little things in their life or using transition objects.
x

“Deliberate botheredness” – “The daily acts of care … the interest that you show in
their lives” (Paul Dix).
x

Pick up your own tab – Children need to see that all staff have authority to deal with
behaviour; senior colleagues will “stand beside” to support where needed.
x

Follow the scripts and procedures laid out in this policy – focusing on a
restorative approach to teach children about the impact of their behaviour not using
shame or punishment.
x

Staff professional development – all staff receive Attachment Theory training, ACEs
training and Team Teach training. In addition, a school leader has attended Trauma
Informed Schools training.
4b. Senior leaders
After triaging a child, SLT may support a child by listening and coaching if they are
struggling with their behaviour. They will then stand alongside colleagues to support
the restoration process.
x

SLT (Headteacher and others when not teaching) will:
 reinforce restorative policies and practice consistently;
 meet and greet pupils each day;
 be a visible presence throughout the school day;
 celebrate staff and pupils whose effort has gone above and beyond;
 support staff in analysing behaviour patterns and developing individual plans.
5.

Whole-school strategies (see Appendix A for a one-page summary)
EEF guidance on improving behaviour in schools states that whole-school strategies
applied consistently by all staff has the greatest impact on improving children’s
behaviour.
x

5a. Our Golden Rules
 Be honest (Tell the truth and take responsibility);
 Be kind (Respect everyone and everything);
 Be helpful (Look after and support each other);
 Try hard (Work hard and persevere).
These fundamentals are explicitly taught to the children in all classes and through
whole-school collective worship times.
X
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5b. Relentless Routines (these are taught explicitly)
 Lining up;
 Walking around school;
 Excellent listening;
 Stopping for bells/whistle. (See Appendix B for details.)
x

Routines are used throughout the school day and are proven to be a very effective
way of improving pupil behaviour. By teaching children how to do routine things
explicitly, such as tidy up or transition between activities, minimises disruption.
Within individual classrooms further routines will be taught to meet the needs of the
class and environment.
x

5c. Over and Above Recognition (reward systems)
We talk about “going the extra mile” in our work and our relationships. We recognise
and celebrate the times when children go “over and above” our Golden Rules:
 “Star of the Day” postcard home (daily);
 “Rainbow of Recognition” board (ongoing);
 Values certificates (weekly, or as appropriate);
 Headteacher Commendations (half-termly);
 “Pride in my Work” award (weekly, or as appropriate);
 Phone call home (as appropriate).
6.

Consequences: a restorative approach
Several high-quality studies suggest that a shift of focus from managing a child’s
behaviour towards teaching a child learning behaviours may be beneficial (EEF).
x

A restorative approach seeks to teach children (and staff) “to listen, be empathetic and
deal with conflicts and tensions in a way that seeks to repair harm and sustain
relationships” (Mark Finnis).
x

We seek to adopt an “authoritative” rather than “authoritarian” approach. This means
explicit expectations for behaviour; following school rules while taking individual
students needs into account; high expectations with nurture, compassion and empathy
to enable expectations to be met. (Authoritarian = strict rules followed by punishment.)
x

The restorative outcome may be to apologise, but equally may be to clear up a mess
made – it should not be a search for a forced apology. The aim is for children to be
able to consider “How do I make it up to you?” themselves so they take responsibility.
x

The following consequence system is framed within this approach, with a focus on
teaching children rather than shaming them.
x

6a. Stepped Consequences (always private, no shame)
Before individual approach, always use whole-class systems – bells/waiting/praise.
1. Non-verbal eye contact
2. Reminder of rules
3. Caution: explain consequences
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Last chance: 30-second micro-script (see Appendix A)
“Time In” in the classroom
Restorative conversation at end of lesson/play (see Appendix A)
Impositions, e.g. work sent home.

Any serious breaches of behaviour will be “triaged” within the staff team but external to
the classroom. This may be in a safe space, for example the workshop or the hub, or,
if the child is safe to do so, walking and talking outdoors can support regulation. The
child will remain with an adult who will support them to co-regulate and then seek to
restore and make amends. If the adult has changed, this should not prevent follow-up.
x
6b. Individual support
Some children’s needs will go beyond the scope of whole-school or whole-class
strategies; these children will need a bespoke support plan. This could involve:
 Using ABCC logs to monitor and analyse behaviour;
 Proactive strategies to avoid escalation of behaviour;
 Considering additional SEN;
 Considering trauma and ACEs;
 Internal support and interventions (see SEN Policy for full details);
 Parental involvement;
 Considering whether external support is needed.
 x
7.
Transition
 For children starting the school in Nursery or Reception with known needs, an Entry
Planning Meeting involving all professionals and parents will be held to plan the
transition and provision.
 On starting school, several “Starting School” sessions for parents and children are
provided to enable a good, supportive transition.
 Photo books about the child’s new class/school will be provided for those children
who need this.
 All children participate in a transition morning.
 On transition to middle school, SENCOs meet to discuss all children with additional
needs and middle school SENCOs are invited to the Annual Review Meeting.
 Additional meetings for vulnerable pupils are arranged between class teachers.
 Additional visits are arranged for those children who need this support.
 School Entry Planning Meetings are arranged with the middle school and parents
for those children with the highest need.
 x
8.
Exclusions
Exclusion is an extreme step and will only be taken in cases where the child has been
placed on a behaviour plan and it has not been possible to manage their behaviour
through the Proactive and Early Interventions outlined on the plan or when an
exceptionally serious incident takes place. Please see Exclusions Policy for details.
9. x
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9.

Malicious accusations
Disciplinary action is required to be taken against pupils who are found to have made any
malicious accusation against school staff. In these circumstances, the child’s parents will
be informed, they will make appropriate reparations to the member of staff, and a record
of the incident will be kept on the pupil’s file. The Headteacher will also consider the
pastoral needs of the staff accused and put appropriate support in place.
X

10. Pupil conduct outside the school gates
Staff have the ability to discipline pupils for not behaving appropriately outside the school
gates “to such an extent as is reasonable”. Any criminal behaviour reported or witnessed
outside the school site will be reported to the Police. See Appendix D for details.
11. Restrictive Physical Intervention
Restrictive Physical Intervention (RPI) is where bodily contact using force is used;
it is an act of care and control, not a punishment. It refers to any instance where
“reasonable force” is used to control or restrain pupils.
7.

x

Christ Church staff operate a “rarely restrain” approach.
8.

x

It is important to ensure that the degree of force must be in proportion to
the circumstances of the incident and the seriousness of the behaviour or
consequences it is intended to prevent. (See Appendix E for detailed stages and
instances where this may be necessary.)
12. Anti-bullying and anti-racism in school
We aim to create an atmosphere where everyone feels safe and secure in the
knowledge that positive steps are taken to tackle problems. Bullying will not be
tolerated in any form.
x

Through Collective Worship and Jigsaw Time (RHE), pupils are actively encouraged
to approach members of staff in the knowledge that they will be listened to and their
worries or fears will be taken seriously. Parents are notified of our concerns and are
actively encouraged to work with the school to prevent or stop bullying. Where a child
is being bullied and/or racially abused, extra support will be given.
x

Details of our school’s approach to preventing and addressing bullying are set out
in our Anti-Bullying Policy (please also see our Child Protection and Safeguarding
Policy). When dealing with cyberbullying and peer-on-peer abuse, please refer
to our school Anti-Bullying Policy and Anti-Racist (Race Equality) Policy.
x
13. Research and references
 EEF (December 2019) Improving behaviour in schools;
 Paul Dix (2017) When the Adults Change Everything Changes;
 Paul Dix (2021) After the Adults Change: Achievable Behaviour Nirvana;
 Mark Finnis (2021) Restorative Practice;
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 Dave Whitaker (2021) The Kindness Principle;
 Trauma Informed Schools training.
 x
14. Legislation and guidance
All action is taken in line with the following legislation/guidance.
x

Regulations
 The School Discipline (Pupil Exclusions and Reviews) (England) Regulations 2012;
 The Education (Provision of Full-Time Education for Excluded Pupils) (England)
(Amendment) Regulations 2014.


x

Acts of Parliament
 Children Act 1989;
 Children Act 2004;
 Education and Inspections Act 2006;
 Equality Act 2010.


x

UK Government advice
 SEN and disability code of practice: 0 to 25 years (DfE, Jan 2015);
 Behaviour and discipline in schools: Guidance for governing bodies (DfE, Sept 2015);
 Behaviour and discipline in schools: Advice for headteachers and school staff (DfE,
Jan 2016) ;
 Exclusion from maintained schools, academies and pupil referral units in England
(DfE, Sept 2017);
 Keeping children safe in education (DfE, Sept 2019);
 Searching, screening and confiscation (DfE, Jan 2018);
 Use of reasonable force (DfE, July 2013);
 Working together to safeguard children (DfE, Mar 2015).
Church of England publications
 Valuing All God’s Children: Guidance for Church of England schools on challenging
homophobic, biphobic and transphobic bullying (Church of England Archbishop’s
Council Education Division, 2nd edition, Summer 2019).
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APPENDIX A: BEHAVIOUR BLUEPRINT
“Children don’t care how much you know, until they know how much you care.”
Golden Rules
Be honest
Be helpful

Be kind

Relentless Routines
(These are taught explicitly)
Lining up
Walking around school
Excellent listening
Stopping for bells/whistle

Over and Above
Recognition
“Star of the Day” postcard
home
“Rainbow of Recognition”
board
Values certificates
Commendations
“Pride in my Work” award
Phone call home

Stepped Consequences
(Always private, no shame)
Before individual approach
always use whole-class –
bells/waiting/praise.
1. Non-verbal eye contact
2. Reminder of rules
3. Caution: explain
consequences
4. Last chance: 30-second
micro-script
5. “Time In” in the classroom
6. Restorative conversation at
end of lesson/play
7. Impositions-work sent
home

30-Second Micro-script
 I notice that you are…
(doing)
 The Golden Rule you need
to be showing is…
 I know you will…
 Do you remember when…
(positive) and how that
felt?
 That is who I need to see
today, thank you.
 Stay behind for 2 minutes
at the end of the lesson.

Micro-script for Challenge
(To avoid power struggles)
 You seem to be feeling…?
 I need you to… (come with
me to resolve)
 Maybe you are right…
(I need to speak to them too)
 But, I still need you to…

Try hard

Visible Adult Consistencies
First attention on best
behaviour
Calm, unshockable,
in control and fair
Meeting and greeting
“Keeping in mind” practice
“Deliberate botheredness”
Pick up your own tab

Restorative Conversation
(For youngest children just
use 4 and 5. Give children a
minute if they aren’t ready.)
1. What happened?
2. What were you thinking
about?
3. How did this make
people feel?
4. Who was affected?
How?
5. What should we do to
put things right?
6. How can we do things
differently in future?
Be kind
Be honest
Be helpful
Try hard

x
“Let your light shine brightly”
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APPENDIX B: WHOLE-SCHOOL BEHAVIOUR EXPECTATIONS
Meet and greet
Teachers should welcome each child into their classroom every day. All staff should greet similarly.
X

Lining up & walking in corridors
 Eyes forward.
 Hands by sides.
 Lips zipped!
 Then we walk around the school.

All staff should use this mantra when
requesting that children line up.

X

Collective Worship
Children should walk in and out of assembly in silent lines. Children should be taught to seat
themselves in rows. When entering Collective Worship (CW), quiet, instrumental music to be
played and again as children leave. Before any classes leave, all children to be sat quietly listening
to the music. Staff should be quietly and non-publicly be addressing any behaviour from their class.
CW leader to non-verbally cue staff to any child not listening well.
X

Stopping in class
All staff to use bells/tambourine to ring until all children (and staff) have stopped what they are
doing and are waving their hands in the air. Praise good stopping, use non-verbal management
of those not.
X

Playtimes
When the whistle is blown children should stop, with adults noticing the children who have stopped
well. Then (after not too long a period) the whistle should be blown again and children walk to their
lines.
X

Sitting/Listening in class
Actively teach what good listening looks like and praise when it is seen.
 Sitting still.
 Good looking.
 Lips closed.
 Thinking about what you hear.
X

Manners
When entering a different classroom, children should be taught to knock and say excuse me and
wait for staff to be ready to speak to them. Adults should also model this behaviour and ensure that
conversations had with teachers who are actively teaching are done privately and at an appropriate
time. As well as teaching please/thank you, children should be explicitly taught to use a calm, polite
tone of voice when speaking to each other and staff – praise when children do this well. Staff
should model this too.
X

Register
When taking the register, children should be silent and answer politely at their turn.
X

Visible consistency, visible kindness
When lining up, sitting for lessons, stopping in class, etc., all staff should be emphasising and
verbally recognising the positive behaviours seen frequently (remember that positive comments
should by far outweigh intervention to manage behaviour). Children not complying should have
a non-verbal cue and, if this doesn’t work, staff should speak to them privately (not in front of
others). All staff need to show the children total consistency in these approaches.
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APPENDIX C: GOVERNORS’ STATEMENT OF BEHAVIOUR PRINCIPLES –
WORDING PUBLISHED ON THE SCHOOL WEBSITE

Christ Church “Governors’ Statement of Behaviour Principles”
Introduction
The Department for Education requires Governing Bodies of maintained schools to publish
a statement of behaviour principles for their school. The Governing Body therefore has a
duty to produce, and review, a written statement of general principles to guide the
Headteacher in determining measures to promote good behaviour and discipline amongst
students. The document Behaviour and discipline in schools: Guidance for governing
bodies (DfE, July 2013 version) has been used as a reference in producing this Statement
of Behaviour Principles.
Starting with our Christian vision and core values
This is, first and foremost, a statement of principles not practice. These principles are
consistent with our school vision, values, maxim and ethos.
At Christ Church C of E First School, we are committed to upholding the biblical principle
that all human beings are made in the image of God and, as such, should be welcomed,
accepted and valued as unique individuals of equal value and dignity, who are capable of
growth, change and development. We believe that respectful relationships are the
cornerstone of our school community.
Valuing all God’s children
Our approach to promoting positive relationships and managing pupil behaviour in school
can be summed up as: “Visible consistency, visible kindness.”
We cherish diversity, celebrate difference and strive to create a community characterised
by inclusion and belonging. Hence, we take seriously our responsibility to implement
the anti-discrimination and anti-bullying guidance set out in the Church of England’s
Valuing All God’s Children document.
We believe that individual resilience is rooted in community resilience because when
children feel welcome, secure and happy, they are more likely to develop positive
attitudes, make good behaviour choices and fulfil their potential.
Our restorative approach encourages social justice and reconciliation.
So, when unkind words and/or actions occur, school staff aim to give children the words
and strategies needed to put things right. This may involve being honest, taking
responsibility, being willing to apologise, being able to forgive and wanting to become
friends again.
Our aim is for children to develop their own moral compass (based on the school’s
core Christian values of Kindness, Courage, Respect, Responsibility, Perseverance
and Forgiveness) and become caring, respectful, tolerant, active citizens, equipped for life
in modern Britain and the wider world.
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APPENDIX D: PUPIL CONDUCT OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL GATES
Staff have the ability to discipline pupils for not behaving appropriately outside the school
gates, “to such an extent as is reasonable”. Any criminal behaviour reported or witnessed
outside the school site will be reported to the Police.
Any “non-criminal bad behaviour or bullying which occurs off the school premises and
which is witnessed by a staff member or reported to school, will be dealt with when the
child is on school premises”. This includes any misbehaviour when the pupil is:
 taking part in any school-organised or school-related activity; and/or
 travelling to or from school; and/or
 wearing school uniform; and/or
 in some other way identifiable as a pupil of the school.
Or misbehaviour at any time, whether or not the conditions above apply, that:
 could have repercussions for the orderly running of the school; and/or
 poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public; and/or
 could adversely affect the reputation of the school (including the use of social media).
In all cases, the child will receive any consequences when they are on school premises or
elsewhere when the pupil is under the lawful control of a member of staff. Consequences
may include, where appropriate, reparations made to those affected.
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APPENDIX E: THE USE OF RESTRICTIVE PHYSICAL INTERVENTION
Team Teach
At Christ Church, staff are Team Teach trained. Team Teach is a “whole-setting holistic”
approach to behaviour management which emphasises the use of de-escalation skills
as well as positive handling strategies, i.e. physical interventions. Following the Team
Teach methodology helps to reduce incidents, improve safety and boost staff confidence.
Team Teach training complies with Health and Safety legislation.
x

All teaching and learning support staff at Christ Church are authorised by the Headteacher
to have control of pupils, and must act in accordance with school policy so that any
physical intervention carried out is safe, and every effort will be made to secure the
presence of other staff.
Working realities statement
George Matthews, Team Teach Director states: “Team Teach techniques seek to avoid
injury to the service user, but it is possible that bruising or scratching may occur
accidentally, and these are not to be seen necessarily as a failure of professional
technique, but a regrettable and infrequent ‘side effect’ of ensuring that the service user
remains safe.”
Positive Handling Plan
Once physical intervention has needed to be used with a child on one occasion, a Positive
Handling Plan (PHP) will be included on the child’s individual support plan and discussed
with all relevant staff and parents. It will include the following:
 The specific measures in place to prevent the need for RPI. (RPI will be a planned last
resort.)
 The specific procedure to be used if physical intervention is necessary using Team
Teach procedures.
 Parent/carer involvement to ensure that they are clear about what specific action the
school may take, when and why.
Administration
 A copy of the Individual Support Plan needs to be shared with all those concerned,
including lunchtime staff and LSAs.
 An Incident Record to be completed after any incident involving RPI in a bound book.
 Parents/carers to be informed when an incident has taken place.
 Incident Record books to be stored centrally for a minimum of seven years after the
child has left the school and the incident record will remain within the child’s file.
 Procedures are in place to debrief staff and pupils after each incident.
Authorisation
The law allows for teachers and other people authorised by the Headteacher to use RPI to
prevent a pupil doing or continuing to do any of the following:
 Injuring themselves.
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Injuring others.
Causing damage to property.
Committing a criminal offence and to maintain good order and discipline in the
classroom.

This may include the use of reasonable force to:
 remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow an
instruction to do so;
 prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or visit;
 prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk their
safety or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others;
 prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil, or to stop a fight in
the playground; and
 restrain a pupil at risk of harming themselves through physical outbursts.
Physical handling may also be necessary in situations of clear danger or extreme urgency.
It can only be used when there are good grounds for believing that immediate action is
needed and is in the child’s best interests, and only minimum force will be necessary using
sanctioned Team Teach holds.
Conducting a search
School staff have legal provision to search for prohibited items with and without consent
and to confiscate such items from pupils. The member of staff must be the same sex as
the pupil being searched and a (same sex if possible) staff witness must be present.

The Headteacher and authorised school staff may use such force as is reasonable given
the circumstances when conducting a search without consent for prohibited items.
Prohibited items such include, but are not limited to:
 knives or weapons;
 alcohol;
 illegal drugs;
 stolen items;
 tobacco and cigarette papers;
 fireworks;
 pornographic images; or
 articles that have been or could be used to commit an offence or cause harm.
At Christ Church the following items should also not be brought to school:
 toys which are pretend weapons;
 mobile phones;
 electronic music or gaming devices.
Confiscated items
Staff will retain any confiscated items and, where appropriate, return them within
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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a reasonable period of time (usually the end of the week). However, staff are required to
hand weapons and knives, drugs and extreme or child pornography over to the Police. Any
stolen items are also required to be passed to the Police or returned to the owner. All other
“prohibited” items (see above) will be disposed of appropriately; they will not be returned
to the pupil. Items such as mobile phones and electronic music or gaming devices will be
handed over to the parent or carer.
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